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o\:,Be Perfect
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You are to be perfect, 
even as your Father in heaven is perfect.
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^�»´,Be Justified
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Yet God, in his grace, 
freely makes us right in his sight. 
He did this through Christ Jesus 

when he freed us from the penalty for our sins.
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^�»´,Be Justified
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For by that one offering 
He forever made perfect 

those who are being made holy.
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^�»´,Be Justified



�@dÃ,Be Mature
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For by that one offering 
He forever made perfect 

those who are being made holy.
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�@dÃ,Be Mature
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We pray that you will become mature.�
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�@dÃ,Be Mature



Perfectionism is working by ourselves. 
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Growth is by the Grace of God.
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�@dÃ,Be Mature



]�K¯,Be in God's Will
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I don’t mean to say I am perfect. 
I haven’t learned all I should even yet, 
but I keep working toward that day 

when I will finally be all that 
Christ saved me for and wants me to be.
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]�K¯,Be in God's Will
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You saw my body as it was formed.  
All the days planned for me were written in 

your book before I was one day old.
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]�K¯,Be in God's Will
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All of us, who are mature should take 
such a view of things… Only let us 

live up to what we have already attained.
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]�K¯,Be in God's Will



The work God does for us
!Salvation, Ì5

The work God does in us
!Sanctification,®¦5

The work God does through us
!Service,�x5
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d�4^�»´5�:
Be Justified

d�4�@dÃ5�:
Be Mature

d�4]�K¯5�:
Be all you are Created to be

Î|d�,Spiritual Growth
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This will continue until... !
we will be mature, just as Christ is, 
and we will be completely like him.
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�²�dv¬,As Christ Is


